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Purpose Regulatory of Oversight

• Verify compliance with regulations and 

authorization conditions to protect the 

public and the environment

• Apply enforcement actions to regain 

compliance and prevent recurrence

• Includes contracted services and products

• Implemented through inspection and 

assessment 

• A continuous process
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GSR Part 1 (Rev. 1)

• Requirement 25: Review and assessment of 
information relevant to safety

The regulatory body shall review and assess relevant 
information — whether submitted by the authorized party 
or the vendor, compiled by the regulatory body, or 
obtained from elsewhere — to determine whether 
facilities and activities comply with regulatory 
requirements and the conditions specified in the 
authorization. This review and assessment of 
information shall be performed prior to authorization and 
again over the lifetime of the facility or the duration 
of the activity, as specified in regulations promulgated 
by the regulatory body or in the authorization.
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Concept of Assessment

• Inspections + review performance data

• Assess compliance with safety requirements

• Apply enforcement when necessary

• Adjust oversight

Adjust oversight accordingly

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d6/Nuclear_power_plant.svg
http://vignette3.wikia.nocookie.net/roblox/images/5/57/Very-Basic-Checkmark-icon.png/revision/latest?cb=20131125154354


IAEA Assistance

for Regulatory 

Inspector 

Training and 

Certification

Training Year 1 Year 2 Comments 

Legal and 
Regulatory 
Framework 

Self-study on legal and 
regulatory framework 

 
Confirmed 

during 
oral board 

This training 
should begin 
immediately 

Technical 
Competence 

Power plant 
engineering and 
reactor concepts (as 
necessary based on 
individual’s 
background) 

 

Confirmed 
through 
testing 

 

 Reactor technology 
training (including 
simulator) 

 
 

 On-the-job training (on-site inspection 
activities) 

 

Combined with 
regulatory 
training 

 
Specialized technical 
training as necessary 

• Plant 
construction 

• Equipment 
(EDGs, MOVs, 
etc.) 

Through local 
universities 
and other 
technical 
institutions 

Regulatory 
Competence 

 
Inspector training 

• Inspection programme requirements and 
procedures 

• Inspection techniques using a graded approach 

• Interviewing techniques 

• Inspection report writing 

• Determining the significance of inspection 
findings and implementation of appropriate 
enforcement actions 

Confirmed 
during 

oral board 

 

 

 
On-the-job training (on-site inspection 
activities) 

 

Combined with 
technical 
training 

Personal 
and 
Behavioural 
Competence 

 
Interpersonal skills 
• Analytical thinking 

and problem solving 

• Communication and 
listening 

• Safety Culture 

• Interacting with the 
media and public 

  

 Leadership and 
management 

 



Regulatory Inspection 

Workshops in 2018

In the field and in the classroom…



Regulatory Inspection Workshops

2015 - 2018

Purposes:

• To familiarize the participants with the 

fundamentals of regulatory inspections of 

NPPs and 

• To provide hands-on training for inspection 

skills and methods using real-life examples 

in a classroom setting and at a nuclear 

facility.



Regulatory Inspection Workshops

Two platforms:

• Hands-On Inspector Training Workshop

• Currently held in Vienna and Zwentendorf

• Regional School on Basic Regulatory 

Inspection of NPPs

• Can be implemented regionally



International Atomic Energy Agency

Hands-On Inspector Training Workshops -
2018

• 2 week workshop is a combination of lecture and 
hands-on classroom and field exercises.

• May 2018
• 13 participants from 12 countries

• October 2018
• 17 participants from 15 countries

• Countries which attended in 2018
• Armenia, Bangladesh, Belarus, Bulgaria, Egypt, Ghana, Hungary, 

Indonesia, Iran, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, 
Pakistan, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Turkey. 

• Zwentendorf Nuclear Power Plant
• Practical laboratory



Zwentendorf NPP (1)



Zwentendorf NPP (2)



International Atomic Energy Agency

Hands-On Inspector Training
– Lessons Learned

Program has evolved based on member state 
requests and participant feedback.

• Additional topics and exercises:
• Component inspection using ‘training checklists’

• Evaluate significance of observations using ‘training observation 
worksheet’

• Interviewing skills

• Team project – reactive inspection plan

• Revised schedule to increase time in the plant.



International Atomic Energy Agency

Valves and Safety / Relief Valves
Detailed Questions Comments

Questions to be Considered DURING the Walkdown or Field Inspection.
Does the valve have a label or Identification tag?  Is it clear which system, 
train, or unit applies to the valve?
Is there a sign warning personnel that the valve has the potential for valve 
movement?
Are there posted procedures for manual actions? 
Are there any visible or posted operator aids?   
Are tools and equipment needed for manual operation located nearby?
Is there sufficient access to locally operate the valve?  
Is a reach rod to locally operate the valve?
Is there a ladder installed or available nearby to help reach the valve?
Is there local valve position indication (VPI)?  
Are there indications of leakage (water, air, oils, boric acid, packing, etc.)?  
Note that rust-coloured residue may indicate corrosion.
Is the leakage properly controlled?
Is the leakage potentially contaminated?

Is there evidence that a device such as a hammer has been used to “free” a 
check valve or “reseat” a relief valve?  
Are valves (especially check valves) in the correct orientation to perform their 
intended function?  
Are the valve markings (bridgewall markings) consistent with the direction of 
flow?
Are there indications that the valves have been used to climb instead of a 
ladder or scaffolding? (foot prints, worn paint, crushed insulation, etc...)
Is a load such as shielding or scaffolding being supported by a valve?  



International Atomic Energy Agency

Valves and Safety / Relief Valves
Detailed Questions Comments

Additional Questions to be Considered AFTER the Walkdown or Field Inspection.
Is the identification tag or label consistent with plant drawings and 
procedures?
If the valve has a locking device installed, how is the locking device removed?  
Who has the “keys” to remove the device and under what circumstances 
would it be removed?
Does the valve have an automatic actuation signal?  
If yes, do the licensee’s procedures require a sign to warn personnel of the 
potential valve movement?
Are there manual actions required to back up and/or correct a degraded 
automatic function?
If there are posted procedures for manual actions, are they the current 
revision?
If there are visible or posted operator aids, do they match the licensee’s 
procedures?
If there is a remote valve position indication, is there consistent with the local 
indication?
If there is evidence that a device such as a hammer has been used to “free” a 
check valve or “reseat” a relief valve, has using the device been approved?
If there is indication that a load such as radiation shielding or scaffolding has 
been supported by a valve, has the licensee analysed and authorized the 
load?
If a safety/relief valve is ‘gagged’ closed, has the licensee evaluated and 
approved it?  
If a safety/relief valve is ‘gagged closed,’ how is overpressure protection 
being provided?



International Atomic Energy Agency

Observation Worksheet

Description of Observation:

Question Yes No Inspector justification and 

additional comments

1

Does it involve a potential non-

compliance with regulations, 

license conditions and/or a 

radiological or industrial safety 

issue?

Potential finding. Go to 

question 2.

No finding. However, it may be 

appropriate to notify the 

licensee of the observation.

2

Does the inspector think there is 

an IMMEDIATE threat to 

public health and safety?

Potential finding. Notify facility 

and regulatory management.

Go to question 3.

Potential finding.

Go to question 3.

3

Is there a non-compliance with 

regulations, license conditions 

and/or a radiological or 

industrial safety issue?

Finding. Discuss status of plant 

operability with the operators. 

Go to question 4

No finding. However, it may be 

appropriate to notify the 

licensee of the observation.

4

Is the licensee taking 

appropriate corrective actions?

Go to question 5. Notify facility and regulatory 

management.

Go to question 5.

5

Is IMMEDIATE enforcement 

action required to re-establish 

compliance with the regulations 

or license conditions (e.g., order 

or modification to the license)?

Apply enforcement as soon as 

practicable and appropriate 

within the regulatory and legal 

framework.

Go to question 6.

6

Is other enforcement action 

appropriate in accordance with 

the regulatory body 

enforcement policy?

Recommend enforcement action 

to regulatory body management.

Document finding according to 

regulatory body inspection 

practice.

7

Are there any other 

considerations, i.e., potential 

generic safety issues, media 

interest or political interest?

Yes. Notify management. No.



International Atomic Energy Agency

• Provides practical inspection training without using 
Zwentendorf NPP as a laboratory.
• A combination of classroom and hands-on field exercises.

• 2 week pilot in Warsaw in September 2018
• 24 participants

• 10 regional and 14 from host country, Poland.

• Armenia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Romania, Turkey. 

• Maria Research Reactor was practical 
laboratory.

Regional School on Basic 
Regulatory Inspection for NPPs



International Atomic Energy Agency

Success/Challenges (1)

Successes
• Exercises:

• Evaluate significance of observations using ‘training observation 
worksheet’

• Develop questions and conduct interviews

• Conduct component inspection using ‘training checklists’

• Team Project – planning a reactive inspection
• Team building during exercises

• Each team member presented part of the plan



International Atomic Energy Agency

Success/Challenges (2)

Challenges
• Limited fundamental knowledge

• Basic components operation (pumps, valves, turbines, EDGs, …)

• Basic thermal plant operation

• Language skills
• Ability to participate and contribute is limited.

• Desire to increase communication skills exercises 
(within the current schedule):
• Entrance/exit meetings

• Report writing

• Interviewing skills



International Atomic Energy Agency

Success/Challenges (3)

Challenges (con’t)

• Add topics - more topics than time.  (Add/Shed 
environment)

• Construction inspections

• Outage inspections

• Systems inspection exercises: (equipment alignment, 
surveillance testing)

• For site (resident) inspectors:

• Fire protection

• Security

• Emergency preparedness

• Radioactive waste



2019 Activities

• Hands-On Inspector Training Workshop
– 2nd quarter

– Zwentendorf NPP

• Two Regional School on Basic Regulatory 
Inspection for NPPs
– South Africa and TBD

• Will develop a construction inspection workshop.
– 4th quarter

– Use Zwentendorf NPP or other industrial facility as 
laboratory



Training Materials Available at…

https://gnssn.iaea.org/sites/auth/RegNet/IRRS/

SitePages/inspector_training.aspx
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https://gnssn.iaea.org/sites/auth/RegNet/IRRS/SitePages/inspector_training.aspx


Thank You
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